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Tom Bailey tested positive for COVID and was unable to do his presentation at the October 

Meeting. So, Steve Sandifer came to the rescue. He presented a DVD showing excellent 

modelling tips. So, Tom will do his presentation next month. As usual, I encourage everyone 

to consider providing a clinic or presentation. Just get in touch with JayC and he can put 

you on the schedule. Remember, your presentation can be a short one…20 minutes, or so. 

As usual, the October Club Meeting was well attended at Bayland Park – 37 attendees. 

Denny McGonigle was able to attend along with his Wife, Daughter and Grandchildren. 

Really good to see him. I just found out that Denny passed away on October 20th. He will 

be missed!  

Unfortunately the ZOOM Presentation had to be cancelled due to technical issues. By the 

way, the November Bayland Meeting will be in the “Big Room”, not the Annex, since the 

meeting will not interfere with the election, which is scheduled for November 8th. 

As I mention every month, we really need to continue to support the Lone Star Region and, 
for sure, Division 8, especially the clinics. The next one is scheduled for November 12th, 
and will feature Duane Richardson giving a “make-and-take” clinic on building a “scratch-
built” flatcar. As Phil mentioned at the October meeting, the clinic will likely be continued 
on the second Saturday in January 2023. All the Division 8 events are held on Saturday 
Mornings from 10:00 AM until Noon at the Tracy Gee facility. More details will be 
provided via email. Remember that the 2023 LSR will be held in conjunction with the 2023 
National NMRA Convention in the Dallas area. I plan to attend since the only one that I 
have attended was the one held in Houston in the late 1980s. 
 
So, that’s it for this month! I want to wish all of my SanJac club colleagues…HAPPY 
RAILROADING! See you at the November Meeting! 
 

Gene 

 

 

     Thoughts From the President   By Gene Mangum  
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   Training on the Train to Mexico       By David N. Currey 

I’ve mentioned before about Missouri Pacific’s brakeman training. Just to recap: The Mop’s training was 

comprehensive and effective. It consisted of one week of mostly classroom (textbook/workbook) training, two 

weeks of on-the-line training, and a final week of classroom training. This went on during Monday through 

Friday of each week. Saturday and Sunday were meant to be travel and rest days. 

So for my training, I had one week of classroom at a motel in Corpus Christi. For my first week of on-the-line 

training, I was assigned to the Sweeny Switcher. On tie-up there on Friday, I called in and found out I was 

assigned to Brownsville for the next week of on-the-line training. Then it was back to the motel in Corpus 

Christi for more classroom training, where a second class about half the size of ours was beginning their first 

week of classroom. Our last week culminated in a written test, which I passed. I found that out Saturday 

morning, and Saturday afternoon, I bought my railroad watch at a jewelry store in a mall in Corpus Christi, 

and then signed up on the extra board in Kingsville, where I made two round trips to Vanderbilt and back 

before being forced to the extra board in Houston. 

Back to the on-the-line training:  I trained two nights on the Port Switcher, one day on the Yard Switcher, one 

day on the International Run, and another day on some other job I don’t remember much about, except I 

believe we were limoed to Harlingen or Raymondville to bring a train back to Brownsville. 

The rest of this article will focus on the International Run, which may not actually be the correct name of the 

job, but is accurate enough for this article. Yes, Yours Truly not only worked for an American railroad, the 

Missouri Pacific/Union Pacific, but I’ve also railroaded in two different countries, the other being Mexico. 

That was an experience I’ll never forget, and one that made me question whether deciding to work for a 

railroad was a good idea or not. 

The International Run sounds like a gravy run, and it sort of was. The Yard Switcher switched out our train in 

the Brownsville freight yard. All the International Run had to do was take it a few miles into Mexico, and 

bring another train back to Brownsville. Yet, it somehow managed to take up most of the available daylight 

hours doing that. Now, remember, as I describe what happened on that job, that I was a trainee, the lowest of 

the low, the scourge of experienced trainmen everywhere. I did well in Brownsville, though, and managed to 

stay in everybody’s good graces, which I can’t say happened in Sweeny. I sort of feel like most of the 

trainmen liked having somebody who could sort of relieve everybody else of a little of the work. 

As I was told by the crew, it was always MP crews that took cars into and out of Mexico. Mexican trainmen 

were not allowed in the US on Mop tracks. I was told this was because their training was not up to snuff, with 

no elaboration. 

So, our train was waiting for us when we boarded it in Brownsville Yard. It was facing south, however, we 

had to back out a couple hundred yards to get to the junction with the spur that went over into Mexico. Once 

heading south on the spur to Mexico, the track gained a little altitude. The track “S”ed a little bit, first to the 

right, and then to the left to finally go over a swing bridge into Mexico. The track going over the Rio Grande 

was actually oriented in a northwest-to-southeast direction. The swing bridge had been built early on during 

the construction of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico Railway, but was never opened for a riverboat. After 

it was built, It was tested one time to make sure it would open, but by the time it went into service, riverboat 

traffic on the Rio Grande had evaporated. The swing bridge is still there today, though the track it is on is 

orphaned from both the US and Mexico. Having once had planks on it for vehicular traffic, there is now a 

modern four-lane road bridge beside it for road traffic. 
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   Training on the Train to Mexico       By David N. Currey 

We probably did no more than 10 mph going into Mexico. Oddly, I cannot find the line listed under the list of 

industrial leads and spurs for the Kingsville Division in my Missouri Pacific Timetable No. 21, dated 

November 13, 1983. Perhaps the line to Mexico was just considered a part of the yard.  

Once we got to the bridge, there was a lengthy wait for customs reasons. Eventually, this was completed, and 

we continued on into Mexico. The track curved sharply to the right until we were heading almost due west, 

and immediately upon the track straightening out, we were within half a block of the Matamoros, Mexico 

freight yard. It was about five tracks wide, with the leftmost (south) track going by the passenger station, 

which back then was actually still served by a passenger train. We pulled into track four, and then we waited, 

and waited, and waited. There must have been more inspections and paperwork to be filled out or something, 

but I had plenty of time to look around at the yard. Possibly, there were US inspectors at the yard to ensure 

that the cars, which had been in Mexico, of course, met safety requirements for running on American 

railroads. 

The thing that immediately struck me was all the people. There had to have been at least 50, maybe 75, people 

just hanging around the yard area, doing nothing but standing around. These weren’t trainmen, carmen, or 

station clerks. They were just average citizens, with nothing better to do than stand around the freight yard. I 

don’t think they were waiting for the passenger train, because if that was the case, they should have been near 

the passenger station. 

I was taking all this in when I happened to notice some movement over by the station. As I watched, three 

soldiers of the Mexican Army rounded the corner of the depot. Do not imagine that they looked something 

like a US Marine. On the contrary, their uniforms looked dirty. The chinstraps on their helmets were 

unbuckled and hanging down. The top button or two of their shirts were unbuttoned, with the shirts gaping 

open. Rather than carrying their rifles smartly on their shoulders, they had them slung from their hands at knee 

level. They were almost dragging their rifles, and maybe one actually was. What the heck have I gotten myself 

into?  

This is where I wondered if my working on the railroad was a smart decision. As we had pulled to a stop in 

the yard, one of the trainmen on the crew had warned me, “Keep a low profile. Don’t do anything to attract 

attention to yourself.”  That was sobering enough, but those soldiers walking roughly in our direction from the 

station was the exclamation mark. They didn’t cross the tracks to come talk to us or anything, and soon they 

were gone, leaving me to breathe a sigh of relief. 

Still, we just sat there, while the people all around the yard just stood there. My conductor told me that when 

we got the word, I was to get off the locomotive and line the #4 track switch so we could get our locomotives 

off the train. I believe the head brakeman was going to cut off the locomotives. After we got the locomotives 

out of track #4, I was to re-line the switch so we could proceed back down track #5, and get on the front of the 

train heading back to the good old USA, which was probably in track #3. My memory is fuzzy on this, for if 

the train was in #3, it should have been blocking our view of the depot and yard. Maybe we had pulled into 

track #3, and our return train was in #4. 

Eventually, we got the word, and I climbed down off the locomotive. If I had been uncomfortable before, now 

I really was uncomfortable. I felt like I had a big red and white bullseye painted on the back of my shirt. I tried 

not to look or act nervous as I walked over and lined the switch. A rifle shot ringing out would not have 

surprised me at all. But I lined the switch, and we got the locomotives moving back down track #5 to be put 

on our outbound train.  
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    SanJac Christmas Party  

I don’t remember much further after this, but we got on our train, and cut in the air, and then had another wait 

for the air test, and presumably more paperwork, and then we headed back for the United States. There was 

another long wait at the Rio Grande International Bridge for customs to do their thing. If there ever was a train 

job that deserved the moniker “Hurry Up and Wait”, it was the International Run. 

When we got back to the US, we simply pulled clear of the International Spur, and then backed into a yard 

track. Our day was over. I bet on some days, this job was completed in three or four hours, but on other days, I 

can easily imagine the job taking eight or more hours. I never actually worked the International Run after this 

one training day, and that is not a disappointment to me.  

Today, the International Spur has been rerouted a number of miles upstream, and there’s no town around there 

to supply the people that just stand around, but with trains probably at least twice as long now due to Nafta, 

the waits are probably even longer. I can hear the UP conductor today telling the US Customs agent at the 

border bridge on the way back to the US:  “Can you wait a little faster?  Our twelve hours are almost up.”  

Hmmm. I wonder if I still have that shirt in my closet—the one with the big red and white bullseye painted on 

the back. 

   Training on the Train to Mexico       By David N. Currey 

SanJac Members… 
 
Save the Date for the Annual SanJac Christmas Party. 
 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6TH AT 5:30PM. DINNER AT 6:00. 

IN-PERSON ONLY AT BAYLAND COMMUNITY CENTER 

WITH CATERED BBQ DINNER AND OPTIONAL GIFT EXCHANGE 

 
Gift Exchange for the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club Christmas Party 
  
Not everyone has to bring a gift to exchange, only those who want to participate.  We usually try and keep the 
cost around $25. Some will raid their extra or unused stock on hand, others will purchase items either rolling 
stock or something non-scale specific like scenery material, etc. 
 
You should wrap your gift and mark it on the outside with the "Scale", ie. HO, N, S, etc. or "No Scale". Place 
your name on a card on the inside so the recipient can thank you. The exchange is a grab and steal. Each 
participant will draw a number at the start of the exchange. No. 1 will select a gift and unwrap it. No. 1 is the 
best number to have as he will have the opportunity to make the last swap at the end. Then No.2 can either 
steal from No.1 or choose and unwrap a gift from the table. No. 3 then has the choice to steal from any opened 
gift or go to the table. This will go on until all the gifts have been opened. There will only be 2 or 3 steals per 
round, depending on time. After all the gifts have been opened, No.1 gets to choose from all the gifts and 
swap his with whoever he wants, ending the exchange. Like I said, No.1 is the number to have! 
 
The ladies, or as they were called in the past, "Non-Rails", will have their own exchange of white elephant 
gifts and usually play by the same rules. 
 
Remember, you can only participate if you bring something. However, I'm sure there will be plenty of 
conversation to go around. 
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     Mystic Branch Expansion         By Gene Mangum 

 

I have been seriously considering adding to the existing Mystic Branch for several years. But as usual, 

time, expense, and a wealth of other activities all seem to be in the way. My most pressing concern is 

dealing with the un-modeled industries in the Kerrville Yard: Hill Country Salvage, Blount Energy, and 

TxDOT. Continuous running over the full extent of the railroad would also be nice for layout tours, etc. 

Realistically though, I can do without full railroad continuous running in that for these conditions, the 

loop around Mystic will likely suffice. So, of most concern are the un-modeled industries in Kerrville. 

Several alternatives come to mind. The simplest would be to attempt to actually model the un-modeled 

industries by expanding the existing Kerrville yard to accommodate the industries. The second most 

complicated alternative would be to completely redo the Kerrville yard using code 83 track and expand it 

as necessary. The advantage to this method is that it would also allow for putting an actual passenger 

station in Kerrville rather than simulating it. The most complicated scheme would be to create a new area 

to accommodate several industries in the area where the existing Kerrville yard currently resides and 

move the Kerrville yard to the area above the work bench. This would require putting some hidden track 

in the bookcase. It is clearly the most complicated alternative but would allow additional distance 

between Mystic and Kerrville. Each of these alternatives is discussed in more detail in the following 

sections. 

Alt ern at ive  On e  
Add to the existing Kerrville yard by actually modeling Hill Country Salvage and Blount Energy. 

Rename TxDOT to Bain Industries and add an aggregate unloading facility and a ready-mix concrete 

facility as a new part of Bain Industries. Purchase and construct the necessary structures to support the 

now modeled customers and add the existing railcar scale. Add a Passenger Station “profile” to the 

backdrop and passenger sheds in front of the profile. Keep the existing Engine Servicing Facility 

unchanged. Use Atlas code 100 rail with black ties that match the existing rail and ties to add some 

additional trackage and change out several turnouts with Atlas Code 100, # 4 turnouts. Use a PECO Code 

100, 12°, 3-Way turnout to create the Hill Country Salvage and Blount Energy Yards. These additions 

and changes will require widening and extending the area. The substrate will be widened from 12” to 24” 

over the desk area and lengthened by ~36” to the rear wall. See Figure 1, below. The track to be kept is 

highlighted in green. The new trackage is highlighted in purple. For relative scale, the small blue 

background grid is 2”. 

 
 

Figure 1 – Alternative One - Expand Existing Kerrville Yard Area  
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A l t erna t i v e  Tw o  
Completely reconfigure the existing Kerrville yard area using new track and structures. Allow enough room 

for a passenger station and team track for the Kerrville area. The Engine Service Facility will be reconstructed 

in the same area as it currently exists. Industries are to include Hill Country Salvage, Blount Energy, and the 

new business, Bain Industries, which replaces TxDOT. Bain Industries will include an aggregate unloading 

facility and a ready-mix concrete facility. The existing railcar scale will be placed on the track that supports 

the ready-mix facility. Blount Energy would have two sidings; one for industrial equipment loading/unloading 

using an overhead crane. The second would be setup to receive covered hoppers and various tank cars with 

loading/unloading racks. The office warehouse would also be modeled as well as a parking lot. Hill Country 

Salvage would only require one siding, would require an office/warehouse structure, and a fenced area 

surrounding the salvage yard. Some type of baling/logging device will be installed in the fenced area. 

Purchase and construct the necessary structures to support the now modeled customers. Also purchase and 

construct a new passenger station and appropriate passenger sheds. All trackage will be Atlas Code 83, using 

Atlas #4 turnouts and brown ties. This new configuration will include a second passing siding to serve the 

engine facility and Blount Energy. The new trackage is highlighted in purple for easy visibility. Alternative 

Two will require widening and extending the area in a similar fashion to Alternative One. The substrate will 

be widened from 12” to 24” after the first 18” or so and will be approximately 11’ in length to the rear wall. 

See Figure 2, below. The new trackage is highlighted in purple for easy visibility. As with Alternative One, 

for relative scale, the small blue background grid is 2”. 

A l t erna t i v e  T hree  
Greatly expand the branch by creating a new industrial area in the area where the existing Kerrville yard 

resides and move Kerrville to the area above the workbench. This will require that some hidden track “tunnel” 

through the existing bookcase. Alternative Three would substantially increase the actual rail distance between 

Mystic and Kerrville and likely allow for the creation of another “turn” or the expansion of one of the existing 

“turns”. Hill Country Salvage and Blount Energy would be added to the new industrial area along with a 

passing siding. This approach would also allow for some more “Hill-Country” scenery to be created to 

disguise the track going into the “bookcase tunnel”. A new 60’ bridge structure would be built to span the 

creek. The Kerrville yard would be completely changed to include an expanded engine service area including 

a turntable. TxDOT would be renamed to Bain Industries and would feature an aggregate unloading facility, a 

ready-mix concrete facility, and the existing scale. A new passenger station and team track would be added to 

the Kerrville yard. All trackage will be Atlas Code 83, using Atlas #4 turnouts with brown ties. Both areas 

would also require a Walthers Code 83, 20” x 24” radius, curved turnout. The new trackage is highlighted in 

purple for easy visibility. Figure 3 shows an overall view of Alternative Three. As with Alternative One, for 

relative scale, the small blue background grid is 2”. 

Figure 2 – Alternative Two – Reconfigure Kerrville Yard Area 
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Figure 4 shows a detailed view of the new industrial area replacing the current Kerrville Yard. Similar to 

Alternative Two, Blount Energy would have two sidings; one for industrial equipment loading/unloading 

using an overhead crane and the second for receiving covered hoppers and various tank cars with loading/

unloading racks. The office warehouse would also be modeled as well as a parking lot. Likewise, Hill Country 

Salvage would only require one siding, would require an office/warehouse structure, and a fenced area 

surrounding the salvage yard. Again, some type of baling/logging device will be installed in the fenced area. 

The Cedar Creek area and the hill disguising the “bookcase Tunnel” would be modeled using layers of 

expanded foam and Sculptamold. All of the track work would be code 83, using Atlas #4 turnouts and one 

Walthers 20” x 24” radius, curved turnout at one end of the passing siding. The new trackage is highlighted in 

purple for easy visibility. One 60 scale foot Atlas through Plate Girder Bridge would be used to span Cedar 

Creek. The backdrop would feature a 12” radius coved corner behind the new “tunnel disguising” hill. The 

tunnel portal would not be modeled since it would not be viewable. I really like this approach since it clearly 

allows for more “Hill-Country” scenery to be created. As with Alternative One, for relative scale, the small 

blue background grid is 2”. 

Figure 4 - Detailed View of the New Industrial Area 

Figure 3 - Overall View of Alternative Three  
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Figure 5 shows a detailed view of the new Kerrville Yard, located in the area above the workbench. As 

mentioned earlier, the Kerrville yard would be completely changed to include an expanded engine service area 

which would feature a needed 100’ turntable. All of the current engine service facilities would be included. As 

with the other two alternatives, TxDOT would be renamed to Bain Industries and would feature an aggregate 

unloading facility, a ready-mix concrete facility, and the existing scale. Likewise, a new passenger station and 

team track would be added to the Kerrville yard. All trackage will be Atlas Code 83, using Atlas #4 turnouts 

with brown ties and a single Walthers Code 83, 20” x 24” radius, curved turnout. The new trackage is 

highlighted in purple for easy visibility. As with the new industrial area, the backdrop would feature a 12” 

radius coved corner. Several new non rail-served industries could be added to fill some of the empty space. As 

with Alternative One, for relative scale, the small blue background grid is 2”. 

Well that’s it for this month. See you next month with a likely progress report on the Mystic Branch 
Expansion, or some other subject. 

Figure 5 - Detailed View of the New Kerrville Yard 

      Mark’s Minute           By Mark Couvillion 
 

Install switches instead of circuit breakers to identify sources of shorts on DCC systems 

If you have a DCC system on your layout but have not yet installed circuit breakers, you may be able to 

modify your system to help identify the area of your layout to search for a short when one occurs. If you have 

divided your layout into power districts, or at least have multiple feeders that power from a central location, 

you can add shutoff switches instead of circuit breakers to the wires to each district. Single Pole Single Throw 

(SPST) switches are all you need as you only have to break one wire going to each power district. The shutoff 

switches give you the capability to turn Off all power to the railroad and then repower one section at a time to 

locate the area of the short circuit. If the command station does not indicate a short as you turn power back On 

one section at a time, that section is OK. If the command stations squawks when you turn on a section, you 

know where to look for the problem. Turn the power On and Off to this section to verify that the problem 

comes and goes as the switch position is changed. 

No, the switches will not allow the railroad to continue running when you have a short but they will enable 

you to quickly identify which section of the railroad has the problem. If you have not invested in circuit 

breakers to isolate and minimize problems, this is an inexpensive alternative. You can always install circuit 

breakers in place of the switches in the future as railroad funding permits. 

Next Month  -  Divide and Conquer  
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    Working Toward Your MMR         By Steve Sandifer MMR 

There are a number of things that you can do for the San Jac Club and Division 8 that will apply 

toward the requirements of the Master Model Railroad Achievement Program. This article is designed 

to clarify those activities. It is important that you keep a log of each of these activities with dates and 

signatures of folks who can verify your work (see the AP report sheets).  

Official Achievement: 

Serving as an officer of the San Jac club does not count toward achievement. However, serving as 

Division 8 Director for three years qualifies for a certificate as “Official” since the Division 8 

Director is a voting member of the LSR board.   

Association Volunteer: 

This is a bit more complicated. One needs to accumulate 60 Time Units (TUs) to qualify. The 

Division 8 Director receives 2 TUs per month but cannot use the same time credit for Volunteer and 

Official.  If Division 8 had officers and a board, other credits would be available to them. The editor 

of the Derail receives 1 TU per issue since we are a 100% NMRA club, however none of our club 

officers receive any credit for serving. A clinic presented at Division 8 receives 1 TU. If presented at 

LSR it is 2 TUs. Clinics at our club receive no credit but are a good warm up for Division 8 or LSR. 

Of special interest to Houston is the time when we host the Lone Star Region Convention or our 

annual Greater Houston Train show which is sponsored jointly by San Jac and Division 8. Official 

judges in the contest room receive 1 TU for the train show and 2 TUs for LSR. An officially 

recognized committee member or clinician for either receives 1 TU. If you open your layout for a tour 

during LSR you receive 3 TUs per day. If you are part of a modular group displaying at the train 

show you receive 3 TUs. If you serve as Train Show Chairman you receive 1 TU per month and the 

Vendor Chairman, Advertising Chairman, and Layout Chairman receive 1 TU per month since those 

require pre-show time.  

Author: 

Authors must earn 42 points from being an author, photographer, artist, draftsperson, etc. of items 

published concerning model railroading, prototype railroading with modeling application, and NMRA 

administration. Again, there is overlap with the Volunteer certificate above, but the same work cannot 

apply to both.  Once you achieve one you can apply additional time to the other.  

The number of points depends on whether your work is a clinic, article, photo, or scale drawing. It 

also depends on whether the article appears in a national publication, a NMRA national, regional, 

divisional, or SIG publication. The Derail qualifies for ½ point per page (1200 words). No more than 

half of the required points can come from the Derail. 

Clinics presented at Division 8 lasting at least 30 minutes and including a handout receive 2 points. 

The same clinic can only receive points once. If it is presented at a Non-NMRA event (historical 

society events, etc.), you receive 1 point. If no handout is provided then the points can only count 

towards Volunteer, not author. 
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Internet publications are another way to publish but cannot make up more than 21 points. The 

acceptability of this form of publication is up to the AP Department. However, if you submit 

materials for historical societies and other such website, those should be acceptable. Personal blogs 

are not.  If the web content is posted somewhere that you have to join or cannot be viewed by the 

general public, then it will not count towards the AP. 

All Others:  

Most of the other APs require judging, but that judging does not require that you bring the models to a 

contest.  Possibly you have been building your layout for a number of years and have just begun the 

AP program. Judging can be done by a Master Model Railroader (Bob Barnett, Barry Bogs, Chuck 

Lind, Loren Neufeld, Kelly Russell, Steve Sandifer, and Bill Wright) or anyone approved by the 

regional AP chairman (Duane Richardson). Anyone who has worked in the contest room at our show 

or LSR is approved. Scenery, Civil, Electrical, Prototype Modeler can all be judged remotely over 

Zoom or Facetime call.  Motive Power, Cars and Structures all have to be judged in person. If you 

enter an item in one contest and it does not merit, consider tweaking it and entering it again. Scoring 

is usually easier at the Train Show, more difficult at LSR, and nail biting at National.  

There are 4 sections to the MMR certificates: Railroad Equipment, Setting the Scene, Engineering 

and Service to the Hobby. You must have 7 out of the 11 certificates and 1 from each of the 4 

categories.  

I hope this brings some clarity. Some of you may have credits you did not know about. The AP 

program will make you a better modeler.   

 

Written by Steve Sandifer MMR, edited by Duane Richardson, LSR AP Chairman. 

FYI: 838 words, 1/3rd of a point.  

Train Time launched September 2022. 
The film is exhibited in select IMAX® 
theaters and other giant screen 
theaters. Train Time is opening 
progressively in theaters across North 
America and internationally. Train 
Time will open November 19, 2022 at 
Moody Gardens, Galveston, TX. Check 
their website as the release date gets 
closer for showtimes and ticket options. 
https://www.moodygardens.com 
 

     Train Time IMAX           By Chris Tolley 

https://www.moodygardens.com/
https://youtu.be/hGaICCyXQyM
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Name That Track 
 By David N. Currey 

 

Sometimes we all forget that most real trains are assembled by mere humans. Except for some unit 
trains, every car in every train is generally coupled together by the trainmen on a crew. Even if they were 
coupled together in a hump yard track by gravity, it is still a human being who coupled up the air hoses, and 
beforehand, a human being who bled the air to make the cars free-rolling, and a human being who pulled the 
pins to uncouple the cars so they could roll down into the yard. A human being also walked the yard tracks to 
check the brakes on the train during the air test. All those big black tank cars going to and from chemical plants 
were spotted at the rack by humans, who chocked the wheels, set a handbrake, and uncoupled the cars. On the 
cars picked up, they had to remove the chocks, release the hand brakes, and couple the cars into the train. Then 
at many yards along the way, the cars would get switched again, and coupled into other trains, usually by 
humans. 

All those train crews doing all that switching, not only in yards, but at storage tracks, and the chemical 
plants or whatever kind of facility, had to make use of tracks--whatever track would make the switching go the 
quickest. Train crews using these tracks need to be able to communicate quickly about which track to set a car 
out in or pull one from. Instead of the conductor telling the brakeman to “set the car in that track next to the 
big, long building,” the conductor would more than likely use a name for the track. 

Each track has a name. When I worked on the Missouri Pacific back in the early eighties, I never came 
across an unnamed track. Even tracks that were no longer used kept the name from long ago. 

By “names,” I also include numbers or letters. Probably every yard has a #1, unless it was ripped up. If 
that were to happen, #2 would probably keep the name #2 since to rename it might cause confusion among 
crews. Indeed, tracks keep their names long after the track’s original purpose for which it was named has 
ceased to exist. 

At Brazoria, Texas, on the Brownsville Subdivision of my old Kingsville Division, a track that curved 
ninety degrees off the siding and went about a half mile south down to a gravel dealer and a lumber yard still 
kept the name “Sulfur Mine Spur,” though it no longer reached where the sulfur mine used to be. (When we 
went down that track, we had to watch out for barbed wire the farmer would string across to keep his cattle in 
the field.) In Kingsville, a track that now went into some kind of industrial building was still known as the 
“Roundhouse” though little or no evidence could be seen of a roundhouse having ever existed there. At Sinton, 
near Corpus Christi, where there was once a rack for icing reefers headed down to the Rio Grande Valley, the 
track was still called the “Ice Rack,” even though the rack was reduced to weed overgrown rubble, and the 
icing operation was long, long gone. 

Yard tracks are usually numbered, but occasionally lettered, with the track nearest to the mainline (if 
such exists) and in some cases the actual mainline itself being named “#1.” Sometimes tracks have more than 
one name. In Angleton, the “Old Main” was also known as “#1.” Numbers 2 through 13 paralleled it on the 
south side. The old siding on the north side, which still existed, was simply known as the “Pass” or maybe “Old 
Pass” without a number. To the north of that was the “New Main,” even though technically it could have been 
called simply the “Main,” it was always referred to as the “New Main” to avoid confusion with the “Old Main” 
which was once called the “Main.” At other yards along the Kingsville Division, #1 might be the mainline, or 
the pass, or the first track to the side of those two tracks. 

Settegast Yard in Houston back then had six tracks on the far east side of the yard next to the new tower 
that were numbered “R1” through “R6.” The “R” stood for “Receiving,” though they were used as departure 
tracks as well. Settegast had a shallow hump installed, and I have forgotten how they were numbered, but I 
believe those tracks‚ numbers were prefaced with a different letter. Over at the engine house were 
“Roundhouse 1” through “Roundhouse 5,” even though the engine facility was no longer a roundhouse. 

A track on the north side of the engine house was known as the “Wash Rack.” As you might guess, it 
had sprayers for washing locomotives. 

A track for storing cabooses is, you guessed it, normally named the “Caboose Track.” Every yard needs 
a “Rip Track,” which stands for “Repair in Place.” A “Ready Track,” as its name implies, is where locomotives 
are put after they have been serviced and are ready to be placed on a train or used in switching service--a name 
possibly more prevalent in the steam era. A “Team Track” might have a longer name such as “South Team 
Track” if there might be others around, or it could be numbered. Team tracks are often found outside of yards. 
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   Derail Archives June 2006          Submitted by Richard Louvet 

Almost every town has a “House Track.” It's usually the one that goes behind the combination station. 
At Vanderbilt, near Victoria, the “House Track” was on the opposite side of the main from where the old depot 
used to be. I had heard that it was a brick passenger-only facility, so I figured the “House” probably instead 
went by the freight station on the other side of the mainline. Sometimes the “House” might double as the 
“Team.” Other tracks may be named for their function, or for the company or type of industry they served. In 
Angleton, there were two “Beer House” tracks. These both went to liquor distributors who received boxcars of 
a kind of liquid refreshment or something. One was north on the old “H&BV Main,” the other was south. The 
track on the north side of Bay City was known as “Bay City Fertilizer” for the industry that was located there. 
That company has another name now, I think, and perhaps a track named for a company might be the exception 
to the rule that a track never has its name changed. Tracks such as “Lumber Yard,” “Schlumberger,” and 
“Scrap Yard” leave no doubt as to their reason for existence. 

Every branch is called the “Mainline,” at least when you were on it. At Chocolate Bayou on the 
Missouri Pacific, about ten miles south of Alvin as the crow flies, was a branch line “industrial spur” in MP 
parlance) that headed due south (by compass) off the main to the Amoco and Monsanto plants. At the junction 
where the Monsanto lead branched off, the line heading on down to Amoco on straight track was the 
“Mainline.” The spur heading into the Monsanto plant was known as the “Mainline” when switching in or near 
that plant. 

The mainline is often referred to simply as the “Main.” On the Kingsville Division, the passing siding 
was usually referred to as the “Pass,” but “Siding” was also used. A storage siding is not usually referred to as a 
“Pass,” since it would be difficult for two trains to pass there. However, if the storage track was once a “Pass,” 
then it might still be known by that name. I believe we called the storage track in Danbury the “Danbury Pass,” 
though it had no power switches or signals and was always full of tanks and covered hoppers. 

Wye tracks are usually identified as “North Leg of the Wye” and “South Leg of the Wye,” or something 
similar depending on timetable direction. I never heard of a special name for the mainline between the wye 
switches. I prefer to refer to switches as “switches,” though many modelers use the term “turnout.” In my five 
years on the Mop, I heard only one person, an engineer, refer to a switch as a “turnout,” and it struck me as 
odd, almost European. He was trying to describe how a derailment happened, and perhaps was being overly 
precise in his terminology. Sorry to digress, but for me it helps preserve the illusion--whenever I hear the term 
“turnout,” it jolts me out of my railroad pretending and back to model railroad land-- but use  
whichever term you like. 

For some tracks, I never did figure out why they had certain names. At Sweeny, there was a “Mainline” 
and a “Pass.” To the east of the “Pass” were numbers 1, 2, and 3. Behind the depot was the “House.” Down at 
the south end of Sweeny was a double ended storage siding on the west side that split into two tracks. They 
were named “City Racks,” or “City Rack 1” and “City Rack 2” I asked, but nobody could tell me how they got 
their names. There were no racks located there, and probably never were, and no evidence of any chemical 
operation or tanks there. They were wide enough apart to have had a rack between them, though. They were 
used for Phillips plant storage. Note that the direction in the above diagram is by timetable, by compass it is 
more like East-Northeast. Of particular note is that all tracks were double-ended for ease in switching. Must be 
nice to be a rich railroad and be able to afford all those switches. Of course, the money saved by crews taking 
less time to switch probably recouped the cost many times over. 

So have fun naming the tracks in each of your towns and yards. 
You can label these names on your control panels. Then nobody will ever be confused as to what track 

is what or where. You can even “expand” the layout beyond your train room by giving tracks that go off into 
staging or otherwise out of sight a name to suggest a farther destination. Maybe your railroad doesn't serve a 
Peabody Mine, but if you have a “Peabody Branch” heading off behind a hill, it sure seems like it does. 
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Happy  

November Birthdays! 

Liz Harris       
wife of Ben Harris 

Dick Louvet 
with wife, Sandie, celebrates his 

birthday on November 21st 

Diane Robinson 
November 6 Bob Werre 

Barry Thompson 
with his lovely wife of 58 years, Jo Ann,   

at the Reedy River Park in Greenville, SC 

(November 13) 

Rita Mangum 
wife of Gene, celebrates her birthday 

on November 6th 
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Congratulations! 

Happy 54th Anniversary,    

Don and Sidney Formanek! 
(Sidney also celebrates her birthday in November) 

Photo taken at Shakespeare Cottage  

Happy Anniversary,    

Anne and Bob Sandhaas!  
They celebrate their anniversary on November 28th. 

Photo taken on vacation in Illinois 

 

NOTE: Please share your celebrations with your San Jac family by emailing 

d.gatohogno@gmail.com before the   9th of November to 

be included in the next Derail edition.  

If you are not yet a member, please visit 

sanjacmodeltrains.org for information on how to join.  

mailto:d.gatohogno@gmail.com
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Steve Sandifer MMR presented a Kalmbach video 

from the “Dream-Plan-Build” series starting at 

7:00. The meeting was 100% local since we had 

technical issues preventing Zoom from working. 

Gene Mangum called the business meeting to order 

at 8:26 PM. We had two visitors. 

Tom Bailey mentioned the next meeting is 

November 1 in our usual place since we do not 

have to move for election night, which is 

November 8. 

Dick Louvet presented the treasurer’s report: 

The September 30 bank balance was 

$15,180.44. Income was $3005 in vendor 

table receipts for the 2023 train show. 

Expenditures included the $23 monthly 

charge for Adobe Acrobat, $274 for donated 

plywood for the Hogg middle school, a 

$200 module reimbursement for the 

Tinplate Society from the 2022 train show, 

$135 in advertising for the 2023 show, and 

$44 for display stands for the upcoming 

layout tour. 

Carl Bernard, an NMRA member, was a first time-

visitor. He is an N Scaler and a N-Crowd member. 

Phil Stewart told us about some Division 8 and 

NMRA events coming up: 

• The bi-monthly clinic is November 12 at the 

Tracy Gee Center. Dwayne Richardson will do 

a make & take on a flat car. Details are being 

worked out. This will be a two-step process 

which will finish at a January session, date to be 

determined. 

• The 2023 National NMRA show is in Grapevine 

TX. Online registration is available. 

• Phil would like to know anyone who is a 

member of another model railroading club. You 

can email him with your name and the club 

information. 

• Model railroaders looking to get the Chief 

Dispatcher Achievement Certificate for MMR 

certification are looking for places to operate. 

Phil asked anyone who has an operating session 

to let him know so he can match these operators 

with people having sessions. 

Derail articles are due by October 10. 

Divina updated our Facebook page status. The 

2021 November tour information is still on the 

Facebook page, but that will be updated soon when 

Craig finalizes the tour list. 

If you have not sent layout photos to Brian Jansky, 

please do so. He would like large layout shots, not 

just shots of locomotives or rolling stock. 

Next Show and Tell is October 9. Dick Louvet is 

organizing and will get information out soon. 

Craig Brantley gave an update on the November 

layout tour. He is still waiting to hear from 8 

people, so get back to him quickly if you have not 

let him know about your layout. He said there are 

52 layouts on the tour now, with 44 of them being 

home layouts. 

Robert Ashcroft gave an update on the February 

2023 show. 152 tables have been sold. 10-12 are 

left, depending on how we configure the room. 

Club business cards are available. You can pick up 

a few and hand them out to potential members. 

Chuck Lind mentioned that Bob Lemond’s layout 

is coming down. He will be selling everything in 

December and January. More details on that later. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM. 

 

David Paul 

Secretary 

 

 

    October 4, 2022 Minutes    Submitted by David Paul  

The Derail — November 2022 
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Now In-Person and ONLINE  
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Sabol 

terri74@gmail.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Divina Gato-Hogno 

 (d.gatohogno@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Gene Mangum (president@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Steve Sandifer MMR (steve.sandifer@sbcglobal.net)  

 

 Video Corner 

 

 

White Pass & Yukon,         
Steam #73 with Aerial Video                        

The Derail — November 2022 

President:  Gene Mangum  

president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Vice President: JayC Williams 

vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Secretary: David Paul 

dbpaul32@yahoo.com 

Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet     

secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Past President: Kelly Russell  MMR 

krussl@yahoo.com 

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1         

AT 7PM 

HYBRID MEETING: ONLINE AND IN-PERSON 

 

“Passenger Operations in 

Kansas City”  

BY TOM BAILEY  
  

 

Refreshments:  

Chris Roehl  

(drinks and cookies) 
 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  

Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

mailto:bsabol@stillmeadow.com
mailto:tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com
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mailto:texasandlouisiana@msn.com
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mailto:steve.sandifer@sbcglobal.net
mailto:president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
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http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffaiEhVZKAg

